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The narrative 

•  Reflec3ng	on	research	as	analysis,	cri3que,	and/towards	‘possibility’	
	
•  Connec3ng	with	the	‘poli3cs	of	possibility	–	a	new	global	poli3cal	imaginary	

•  Confron3ng	crisis	in	educa3on	–	the	problem	(with	the	problem)	of	‘how	much	longer	
can	I	go	on?’	

•  Opening	to	alterna3ve	epistemologies	of	reality,	necessity	and	possibility	

•  Using	cri3cal	philosophy	(ontology	and	epistemology)	as	analy3cal	method	

•  Transcending	‘research’	and	‘prac3ce’:	co-crea3ng	condi3ons	for	the	‘possibility	of	hope’	



‘The world as it exists is not true. There exists a second 
concept of truth, which is not positivistic, which is not 
founded on a declaration of facticity, on "verification" 
through the "facts" but which is instead loaded with 
value…. And if that doesn't correspond to the facts—and 
for us Marxists, facts are only reified moments of a 
process—in that case, too bad for the facts (um so 
schlimmer fur die Tatsachen), as Hegel said in his late 
period. (Ernst Bloch in interview with Michael Lowy, 
1976, pp. 37–38) 

‘we have so much 
theory, so much 

critique, and often 
feel so 

trapped…’  (Antliff 
2012) 



The ‘politics of possibility’ 

	
‘Is	it	possible	to	think	of	other	ways	of	producing	concrete	wealth,	forms	not	fully	
subjugated	to	the	mandates	of	capital?		
Is	it	possible	to	have	other	ways	of	organising	and	reproducing	social	life,	which	are	
more	sa3sfactory	than	the	modes	of	existence	imposed	by	the	modern	capitalist	
world?		
To	what	extent	is	the	use	value	of	life	forced	upon	us	by	capitalist	modernity,	the	only	
one	imaginable?		
Can	we	recover	our	capacity	to	self-determine	the	goals,	rhythms	and	forms	of	our	
everyday	life?		
Where	does	this	possibility	lie?	How	is	it	produced	and	nurtured?’		
	

Raquel	Gu3érrez	Aguillar,	Lucia	Linsalata	&	Mina	Navarro	Trujillo,	
‘Producing	the	common	and	reproducing	life:	notes	towards	rethinking	the	poli)cal’,	2017,	p.	80	

	



The problem with (the problem of) ‘how much longer can I go 
on?’ 

Produced in a workshop with ESOL and popular education teachers, 
The Politics of Transformative Culture in Popular Education and Art (2012) 



Reframing ‘crisis’ through an alternative epistemology of 
possibility  

•  being	aware	of	the	
‘monocultures	of	capitalist	modernity’	
and	the	‘ecologies	of	knowledge’	they	
‘make	non-existent’	

•  understanding	of	reality	as	(1)	process,	
(2)	mul3ple,	(3)	‘spa3alised’	with	‘fronts’	

•  dis3nguishing	between	‘Nothing’,	the	
‘Not’	and	the	‘Not-Yet’	in	history	and	
experience	

•  understanding	that	we	can	hope	in	
different	(more	and	less	cri3cal)	ways	

‘Keys of hope’ (Dinerstein) 

Negation (No!) 

Creation (This Instead) 

Contradiction/Disappointment 

Excess (What Remains?) 

‘Layers of possibility’ (me) 

Formal (unicorns) 

Factually objective (probable) 

Fact-based, object-suited 
(potency/potentiality) 
Objectively real (praxis) 



Tools for Blochian readings of data 
‘Keys of hope’ (Dinerstein) 

Negation (No!) 

Creation (This Instead) 

Contradiction/Disappointment 

Excess (What Remains?) 

‘Layers of possibility’ (me) 

Formal (unicorns) 

Factually objective (scientific) 

Fact-based, object-suited 
(potency/potentiality) 
Objectively real (praxis) 



Beyond ‘research’ and ‘practice’ (co-creating conditions for the 
possibility of hope) 
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‘Progress 8’ learning measure 
UK Department for Education 

Global University Rankings 
QS World University Ranking 

Teaching and Learning Toolkit 
Sutton Trust/EEF  

Unit Cost (‘Learner’)  
University budget spreadsheet 


